Abstract-We investigate coordinated regularized zero-forcing precoding for limited feedback multicell multiuser multiple-input single-output systems. We begin by deriving an approximation to the expected signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio for the proposed scheme with perfect channel direction information (CDI) at the base station (BS). We also derive an expected SINR approximation for limited feedback systems with random vector quantization (RVQ) based codebook CDI at the BS. Using the expected interference result for the RVQ based limited feedback CDI, we propose an adaptive feedback bit allocation strategy to minimize the expected interference by partitioning the total number of bits between the serving and out-of-cell interfering channels. Numerical results show that the proposed adaptive feedback bit allocation method offers a spectral efficiency gain over the existing coordinated zero-forcing scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N multicell systems, due to neighboring co-channel cells, the level of interference is high, especially at the cell-edge, thus degrading the spectral efficiency of the cell. Such a loss can be mitigated using BS coordination, where information is exchanged among the BSs via a backhaul link to suppress the inter-cell interference (ICI) in the downlink [1] .
In codebook-based limited feedback multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [2] , the user feeds back the index of the appropriate codebook entry or codeword to the BS, via a low-rate feedback link. This information is then used to compute precoders for the users. In [3] , a limited feedback strategy for MISO multicell systems at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is developed using random vector quantization (RVQ) codebooks [4] . An adaptive bit allocation method which maximizes the spectral efficiency is proposed in [5] for limited feedback systems. In [6] , an adaptive feedback scheme for limited feedback MISO systems is proposed with a zero-forcing (ZF) precoding scheme which minimizes the expected spectral efficiency loss.
Regularized zero-forcing (RZF) [7] is a linear precoding technique shown to be effective for single-cell communication systems. RZF has also been extensively used in the analysis of 5G technologies such as massive MIMO [8] . Despite the numerous studies on coordinated multicell systems, little attention has been paid to coordinated RZF precoding prior to the development of massive MIMO [9] . Thus, in this paper we investigate coordinated RZF precoding for conventional (small-scale) multicell MU MISO systems, where BSs share out-of-cell interfering CSI to coordinate transmission.
We also derive expected SINR approximations for the proposed scheme with perfect channel direction information (CDI) and with RVQ codebook CDI at the BS. Furthermore, we develop an adaptive bit allocation scheme that distributes the bits to serving and out-of-cell interfering channels, minimizing interference at users. We assume perfect knowledge of channel quality indicator (CQI) at the BS [6] . The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• We investigate a coordinated RZF precoding scheme for multicell MU MISO systems, where interfering channels are shared among BSs.
• Analytical expressions are derived to approximate the expected SINR for the proposed system with perfect CDI and limited feedback RVQ CDI.
• We propose a novel adaptive bit allocation method that minimizes ICI.
II. DOWNLINK SYSTEM MODEL Consider a multicell MU MISO system with K cells having a single BS each. Each BS has M transmit antennas and simultaneously serves L single antenna users with KL ≤ M 1 . All the K cells are interconnected via backhaul links assumed to be error free without delay. The 1 × M channel vector between the l th user in the k th cell and the serving BS is given by h l,k,k . The interfering channel vector between the l th user in the k th cell and the j th interfering BS is denoted by h l,k,j , where j = k. The channel entries h l,k,k and h l,k,j are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian CN (0, 1). The downlink received signal at the l th user in the k th cell is given by
where w l,k is the non-normalized precoding vector for the l th user in the k th cell and γ k is the normalization parameter (to be discussed later) for the k th cell. s l,k and n l,k ∼ CN (0, N 0 ) denote the data symbol and the noise for the l th user in the k th cell. The data symbols are selected from the same constellation with E |s l,k | 2 = 1. P l,k,k and P l,k,j are the received powers at the l th user in the k th cell from serving and interfering BSs, respectively, given by
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Interfering channels Fig. 1 . The system model for K = 2 and L = 2 cell-edge users.
where P 0 is the power received at the distance R in the absence of shadowing, R is the cell radius and a is the path loss exponent. The shadowing is modeled as a log-normal random variable, z l,k,k = 10 (η l,k,k σSF /10) , for the channel between the l th user in the k th cell and the k th BS, where σ SF is the shadowing standard deviation in dB and η l,k,k ∼ CN (0, 1). d l,k,k and d l,k,j are the distances from the serving BS and the interfering BS to the l th user in the k th cell, respectively.
III. COORDINATED RZF PRECODING
In this study, the serving BS applies RZF not only to the channels of the same cell users but also considers its interfering channels to the users located in the adjacent cells, thus mitigating or suppressing the interference it causes to those users. All interfering channels and the serving channel are determined by the user using cell-specific pilots and these channels are conveyed to the serving BS. The interfering channels caused by the respective BSs are delivered to them via backhaul links. The system model for K = 2 cells and L = 2 cell-edge users with serving and interfering channels is shown in Fig. 1 . The non-normalized RZF precoder w l,k , for the l th user in the k th cell is the l th column of 3 [7] 
where
T . The resulting precoding matrix is normalized, such (discussed in Section VI). When perfect CDI and CQI are available at the BS 4 , the SINR expression for the l th user in the k th cell can be written as (3) [9] , [10] . We can take the expectation of the SINR in (3) and approximate it as (4) using the expected SINR approximation in [11] , wherē
Note that the numerator and the denominator are dependent as they share some random variables in common. This complicates the calculation of the mean SINR and we therefore employ the SINR approximation approach given in [11] . This approximation has been shown to get tighter as M grows large. We evaluate (4) by computing the expected terms for the KL = M case.
Expected signal power: The expected signal power in (4) is
Using the eigenvalue decomposition, H k H H k = QΛQ H , the expectation in (5), denoted by δ l,k , is written as [7] 
where λ n is the n th eigenvalue corresponding to the n th diagonal entry of Λ and q l,n denotes the entry of Q corresponding to the l th row and n th column. Using [7] , the expectation over Q yields
where v = 1/M (M + 1). The value ofγ k is given bȳ
Expectations in (6) and (7) 4 The CDI and CQI for the channel between the l th user in the k th cell and the k th BS, are defined as, CDI= h l,k,k / h l,k,k and CQI = h l,k,k .
respect to λ n ∀n, is given by
Proof: See Appendix A.
Result 2: When the entries of an
, where λ n is the n th eigenvalue of HH H with respect to λ n ∀n, is given by (9) . Proof: See Appendix B. Using Result 1 and 2, we can write (6) and (7) as
Therefore, the expected signal power (5) becomes
Expected interference power: The expected interference power in (4) is
In order to evaluate (13), we observe that
Hence,
Now ψ can be found from ̺/(M − 1) where
We note that (16) is the expected interference and is the difference between the expected total received power and the expected signal power [7] . Hence, (16) becomes
where ξ k is the expected total received signal given by
Expected SINR with perfect CDI: We can write the expected SINR in (4) in terms of
Non-coordinated interference: In the presence of out-of-cell non-coordinated interference, an additional interference term in the denominator of (18) is added, yielding
where C is the total number of non-coordinated interfering cells in the system, P l,k,c is the received signal power at the l th user in the k th cell from the c th non-coordinated BS. The quantity Υ is given by
where h l,k,c is the channel between the l th user in the k th cell and the c th non-coordinated BS.w q,c denotes the normalized precoding vector for the q th user in the c th non-coordinated cell, given byw q,c = w q,c / √ γ c , where w q,c is the non-normalized precoding vector for the q th user in the c th non-coordinated cell and γ c denotes the normalization parameter for the RZF precoding matrix at the c th non-coordinated BS. We can write
where Tr(·) denotes the trace of the matrix and (21) follows from the fact that h l,k,c andw q,c are independent vectors and w q,c 2 has a unit mean.
IV. LIMITED FEEDBACK WITH RVQ CODEBOOKS
In FDD communication systems, limited feedback techniques are often used to equip the BS with knowledge of the CSI. A common codebook is maintained at the BS and the user, such that the user feeds back the index of the appropriate codeword to the BS via a low-rate link. In this section, we study the impact of RVQ codebooks [4] on the performance of coordinated RZF precoding.
The user quantizes the estimated CDI (here, perfect estimation is assumed) using a codebook. The quantized channel vector of the l th user in the k th cell is denoted byĥ l,k,k . We consider an RVQ codebook where B total is the total number of feedback bits at the user. Each user quantizes serving and out-of-cell interfering channels, thus we can write
where B l,k,i is the number of bits used to quantize the channel between the l th user in the k th cell and the i th BS. The perfect concatenated channel matrix for the k th BS is modeled as [12] 
T and H k ∼ CN (0, 1). The quantization error vector between the l th user in the k th cell and the k th BS is denoted by e l,k,k , with e l,k,k ∼ CN (0, σ 2 l,k,k I). Using an upper bound on the quantization error for RVQ codebooks in terms of squared chordal distance given in [2] , we have, σ
In our model, we assume the worst case scenario, where σ
The non-normalized precoding vector of the l th user in the k th cell,ŵ l,k , is the l th column of the matrix
To meet the total power constraint, the precoding matrix is normalized by the parameter, γ k , such that,
The received signal for the l th user in the k th cell iŝ
The expected SINR for codebooks can be approximated by
Expected signal power: The expectation of the signal power at the l th user in the k th cell in (25) is given by
We can write
where in (a) the expected value of the cross product terms is zero and in (b) we useĥ l,k,k = 1 − σ 2 l,kh l,k,k . Denoting the eigenvalue values ofH kH H k =QΛQ H byλ 1 ,λ 2 , . . .λ M , we can express (27) as
where δ l,k andγ k are given by (10) and (11), respectively. Thus, the expected signal power in (26) is
Expected interference power: The expected interference in (25) is given by
Again, the expected interference can be written as
total power at the user
The interference at the l th user in the k th cell from the j th cell is
The interference from any single interfering source coming from k th and j th cell are ψ
, respectively and (30) becomes
Expected SINR with RVQ: We can now express the expected SINR in (25) using (29) and (33), as
As B total → ∞, (34) approaches the expected SINR approximation with perfect CDI (18). Non-coordinated interference: As for the perfect CDI case in Section III, we can also extend the expected SINR approximation for limited feedback systems in the presence of non-coordinated interfering cells, such that
h l,k,cwq,c 2 such that h l,k,c =ĥ l,k,c + e l,k,c andw q,c =ŵ q,c / √ γ c , where γ c denotes the normalization parameter for the RZF precoding matrix at the c th non-coordinated BS. It is important to note thath l,k,c andw q,c are independent and w q,c 2 has a unit mean, thus similarly to perfect CDI case, we have Υ ′ = L.
V. ADAPTIVE BIT ALLOCATION METHOD
We now present adaptive feedback bit allocation with the proposed coordinated RZF scheme. As discussed in Section I, there are numerous studies [6] , [13] , [14] on adaptive bit allocation for limited feedback systems. While, there are a few studies [15] [9] that consider RZF precoding with adaptive bit allocation for massive MISO systems, this problem is not well investigated for not so large antenna systems.
We propose an adaptive method to allocate the total number of bits at the user, B total = K i=1 B l,k,i , to quantize the serving channel and the out-of-cell interfering channels, by minimizing the mean interference at the user. The mean interference at the l th user in the k th cell in (34), is given by
Substituting the values ofψ l,k andψ l,j from (31) and (32) into (36) and rearranging, gives
We can write (37) as
In order to solve for the number of bits that minimizes the mean interference at the l th user in the k th cell, we define an optimization problem, given by
where R + denotes the set of positive real numbers. This is a convex optimization problem as the objective function is logarithmically convex [6] . We find the solution in real space and discretize it to the nearest integer [6] . Using the Lagrangian function, we define
where λ denotes a Lagrange multiplier. Using the first order optimality Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions we can solve (40) to obtain (41), where ⌊·⌋ + = max{0, ·}. Equation (41) yields the number of bits required by the l th user in the k th cell to quantize the serving and out-of-cell interfering channels, such that the mean interference is minimized.
VI. REGULARIZATION PARAMETER ANALYSIS
In [16] , for single-cell non-homogeneous MU systems, the regularization parameter is defined as
which we extend for a multicell system tõ
In this study, we also consider an optimal regularization parameter, denoted by α opt k , that maximizes the instantaneous spectral efficiency of the cell [15] , given by
Next, we numerically compute α opt k ∈ (0, R + ), to evaluate the performance of the coordinated RZF scheme.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
We now present simulation results for the multicell MU MISO system with coordinated RZF precoding and compare it with non-coordinated RZF and coordinated ZF [6] schemes. We use R = 500m, σ SF = 8dB and a = 3.8. We follow the coordination area definition in [6] , i.e., coordination is needed when the user lies in the region 325m ≤ d ≤ 500m, where d is the distance of the user from the BS. The two-and three-cell coordination areas are illustrated in Fig. 2 where the cell-edge users are uniformly distributed.
A. SINR and spectral efficiency results
We present SINR and spectral efficiency results for the proposed coordinated RZF scheme and plot these against the average received cell-edge SNR, ρ 0 , given by ρ 0 = E 10 log 10 P 0 10 (ησSF /10) /N 0 , with N 0 = 1 and η ∼ N (0, 1). Fig. 3 shows the average SINR performance of the coordinated RZF scheme with perfect CDI and limited feedback based RVQ CDI. The approximate expected SINRs derived in (18) and (34) are plotted (in the linear scale) in Fig. 3 . It is observed that the approximations are tight, however the expected SINR approximation (34) with smaller size RVQ codebooks shows a small deviation relative to the simulated average SINR at high ρ 0 values. The average cell-edge spectral efficiency for L = 2 cell-edge users is shown in Fig. 4 with M = 8. Denoting the cell-edge spectral efficiency by R cell-edge , its average is simulated by computing
where SINR l,k is given in (3) and the users are located in the cell-edge area. We refer to (45) as the average cell-edge spectral efficiency of the cell. The single cell MU system gives superior average cell-edge spectral efficiency due to the absence of ICI. However, with ICI, the performance of the non-coordinated RZF precoding scheme suffers high losses at higher ρ 0 values. For the proposed coordinated RZF scheme, we consider two cases: 1) K = 2 and C = 1 and 2) K = 3 and C = 0. In Fig. 4 , we consider two regularization parameters for the proposed coordinated RZF case 2: α k and α opt k . The proposed coordinated RZF case 2 with α opt k achieves better average cell-edge spectral efficiency compared to the proposed coordinated RZF case 1 (with α k ) and the noncoordinated RZF scheme. The proposed coordinated RZF schemes with both cases 1 and 2 outperform the coordinated ZF [6] scheme. We also plot expected cell-edge spectral efficiency of the proposed scheme by using
where E [SINR l,k ] is given in (18) and (19) for C = 0 and C = 0 scenarios, respectively. It is seen that the approximations closely match the simulation results.
In Fig. 5(a) , we show 18 non-coordinated co-channel interfering cells surrounding the coordinated K = 3 cells. Each cell consists of 3 sectors. For this scenario the average cell-edge spectral efficiency of the proposed coordinated RZF scheme is shown in Fig. 5(b) . Each non-coordinated cell consists of L = 2 users uniformly dropped in the cell, while the users in the K = 3 coordinated cells are restricted to the coordination area near the cell-edge. The spectral efficiency performance in the absence of non-coordinated cells is obviously superior. On the other hand, with non-coordinated cells, the out-of-cell interference from the interfering sectors is high, thus massively reducing the performance of the system. The expected celledge spectral efficiency approximation plotted using (46) with E [SINR l,k ] from (19), matches closely with the simulations.
B. Proposed adaptive bit allocation performance
We evaluate the average cell-edge spectral efficiency of the proposed RZF precoding scheme with the adaptive bit allocation scheme discussed in Section V, with K = 2 and 3. From this point onwards, we use the regularization parameter α k given in (43).
1) Coordination with 2 cells:
The average cell-edge spectral efficiency for the proposed adaptive bit allocation scheme is shown in Fig. 6 with B total = 8, M = 4 and L = 2. It is compared with the coordinated ZF adaptive bit allocation scheme [6] . It is seen that the proposed scheme improves the average cell-edge spectral efficiency compared to [6] . In Table  I , we compare the average spectral efficiency performance with two schemes: a) maximizing instantaneous spectral efficiency and b) minimizing instantaneous interference. The performance of both schemes are nearly equivalent. Prop. Coord. RZF with equal bit alloc.
Coord. ZF with adp. bit alloc., [6] Coord. ZF with equal bit alloc. 
2) Coordination with 3 cells:
The average cell-edge spectral efficiency for K = 3 cells is shown in Fig. 7 using the proposed coordinated RZF with adaptive bit allocation strategy, where B total = 9, M = 6 and L = 2. The proposed adaptive bit allocation strategy yields better cell-edge spectral efficiency compared to [6] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
We analyzed a coordinated RZF precoding strategy for multicell MU MISO systems. We proposed an adaptive feedback bit allocation scheme with limited feedback RVQ CDI that minimizes the expected interference at users. The proposed adaptive bit allocation scheme yields higher cell-edge spectral efficiency than the existing coordinated ZF based adaptive bit allocation method.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF RESULT 1
Here we provide the derivation details of Result 1. Let
where λ is an arbitrary eigenvalue with probability density function (pdf) [17] f 0 (λ) = 1 M 
Substituting λ = v − α k in the integral in (49) gives (8) .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF RESULT 2 Let, F k be defined as
where λ a and λ b are two distinct arbitrary eigenvalues. Denoting f 0 (λ a , λ b ) as the joint pdf of two distinct arbitrary eigenvalues, we can write (50) as
(51) The joint pdf of two distinct arbitrary eigenvalues is [17] f 0 (λ a , λ b ) = 1
where denoting L n (·) as the n th Laguerre polynomial, we have Z(λ a , λ b )
. So now we can write (51) as
As the double integrals in (52) are of the same function but with different variables, we can also write Y as λ 1+r+s e −λ / (λ + α k ) dλ. Solving the integrals in (53) by substituting v = λ + α k we get (9) .
